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Our strength lies in this community. Our
members are uniquely willing to share their
insights and ideas, their challenges and solutions,
at our well-attended events, workshops and
conferences. Through interactions with likeminded professionals we learn from each other’s
experiences and are able to provide South
African graduates with the best possible career
opportunities whilst ensuring that our member
organisations gain maximum benefit from their
talent investment.

Representing over 180 organisations, ranging from corporate employers to higher-education
institutions, solution providers, foundations and professional associations, SAGEA strives to be the
voice of the graduate employment and development community.

Membership Benefits

The South African Graduate Employers
Association (SAGEA) is a not-for-profit
professional association that has become
the hub of graduate employment in
South Africa since its inception in 2004.
We are a community of more than
300 professionals who specialise in
attracting, recruiting, developing and
retaining graduate talent.

Through exclusive insights projects, our ingenuity and our connection to international organisations,
SAGEA provides our members with access to the latest graduate employment insights, trends, global
best practice and resources to help them attract and retain the best talent for their businesses.
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Benefits of joining SAGEA
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Biennial Bursary and Scholarship
Study

Provides the latest best practice
in
attracting, assessing and selecting talent
for these programmes as well as how to
manage and maximize your investment in
growing talent from the bottom, up.

05 Snap Surveys
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Allow our members to request data and
insights into specific topics as needed.

The median number of
applications received by
employers was 3 500, while
30% of employers received
more than 6 000 applications
each. The median number
of applications per vacancy
was 107, which is one of the
highest on record.

How to Join

Provides up-to-date trends on graduate
vacancies, graduate salaries, successful
marketing and attraction techniques used
by employers and a whole lot more.

Provides insights on managing, developing
and retaining talent in the digital era.
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Our Members

Our Insights Projects

Understand the job search behaviour of
some of the top graduates in the country,
including their perceptions of employers of
choice and their priorities when deciding
where to apply and ultimately join.

SECTION 3

Large and medium employer members are
invited to participate in any of our insights
projects and receive valued outputs when
they take part.

02 Annual Candidate Insights Study
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Our exclusive Insights projects have
become the go-to resources for our
community. These regular projects provide
significant, exclusive information about
employers and candidates that help our
members plan and shape their entry-level
talent programmes.
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Benchmarking and
Insights

Membership Benefits

We offer a variety of membership options to suit your business’ needs and
provide support for your talent attraction, development and retention
initiatives. Through synergies, insight and ingenuity, SAGEA gives our
members access to everything they need to meet their graduate
employment requirements.

Awards
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Our biennial SAGEA
and Graduate
Development Conferences are calendar
highlights, bringing South African and

Graduate
Development
Learning
Professional programme.
Consisting of
four highly interactive modules, delivered
over a 6-month period, this programme
will prepare Learning and Development
colleagues to design, deliver, monitor,
and measure all aspects of a graduate
development
programme.
Members
attending this programme will receive
discounted rates when booking.

Our Members

Our Quarterly Networking Events (QNEs)
are the core of what makes SAGEA a
unique community. Our members share
their insights and experiences, learn from
member organisations’ case studies and
industry thought leaders, and network with
like-minded professionals.

We are passionate about elevating the
graduate employment profession, and our
Fundamentals of Graduate Recruitment
Training has become essential for new
entrants to the industry. New members
qualify for a seat at this training workshop
at no additional cost, ensuring new team
members are quickly brought up-to-speed
on best practice.
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Networks and
Information Sharing

Professional
Development
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SAGEA’s affiliated student platforms provide
students and graduates with the information
they need to plan their careers, while
providing our members with platforms
to communicate their opportunities to
graduates and ensure that potential recruits
know they are employers of choice.

SAGEA produces several newsletters
including our Monthly Newsletter and
Weekly Higher Education News to keep
our members abreast of important
developments affecting the industry.
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Student Platforms

In addition to these flagship events, SAGEA
runs industry and special interest focus
groups to ensure our members have
every opportunity to learn, develop and
future-proof their graduate employment
programmes.

Membership Benefits

The SAGEA Employer of Choice, University
and Solution-Partnership Awards are the
ultimate feather in the cap for graduate
employers, university career centres and
solution providers to the industry. The
Awards recognise and acknowledge those
who have excelled in delivering exceptional
graduate employment or development
experiences for young talent.

international experts together to present,
workshop and discuss key industry trends.
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Recognition of Best
Practice
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• General – for employers hiring graduates across all degree areas
• STEM – for employers hiring science, technology, engineering and maths
graduates
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Higher Education Members have free access to use the website as their
career portal, providing a single point of access for students to find career and
employer information. Now, Higher Education Members can also use the site
to profile postgraduate opportunities.

SECTION 4

Though many of our Higher Education members have developed and enhanced
their own, excellent digital platforms there are still those who face resource
constraints to their digital transformation. As such, the VirtualGradExpo will
remain part of our offering.

Employer Members receive a free company profile page on the website,
showcasing their graduate opportunities, application process and rank (where
applicable) in the SAGEA Top 50 Employers of Choice.

Our Members

SAGEA responded to the arrival of COVID-19 by developing platforms to help
our Employer members reach the graduates they could no longer meet
on campus. At the same time, we wanted to provide our Higher Education
members with platforms to supplement their career service’s physical and
digital offering, as needed.

SAGEA’s student-facing website – graduateemployers.co.za – showcases the
participants in the annual SAGEA Employer of Choice Awards.

SECTION 3

SAGEA Employer and Higher Education members get 20% off the cost of
their VirtualGradExpo stands. Higher Education members receive free access
to the virtual event for their students, along with free marketing support to
encourage their students to attend the fair regardless of whether they are
exhibiting or not.

Types of Membership

• A
 ccounting and Law – for employers hiring graduates to join the
accounting and legal fraternities
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In 2020, 40 000 students registered to attend the virtual fair and explore
graduate and further study opportunities. The Expo’s popularity continued
into 2021. The VirtualGradExpo consists of three pavilions:

Membership Benefits

Student Offerings
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QuantifyYourFuture Career Showcase

Learn. Pursue.
Advance.

Contact us for more information on how to support QuantifyYourFuture.

Contact us for more information on how to get involved.
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Our Members

QuantifyYourFuture is hosted by SAGEA and provides information and insights
to potential learners and students, to enhance their understanding of new
emerging careers. Through this project, we support universities in promoting
these qualifications by showcasing degree options at undergraduate and post
graduate levels and ultimately, the range of career opportunities in the world
of work.

In 2022, SAGEA intends to expand on this model to provide virtual internship
opportunities for a broader student audience.
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6 out of 10 organisations
are considering learning potential as important for
selection and 5 out of 10 consider leadership potential
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QuantifyYourFuture introduced its first Virtual Internships in 2021. These
Virtual Internships offered students the opportunity to gain exposure to real
life work experience virtually – with a specific focus on new and emerging
careers. This experience facilitated the development of the core skills needed
in the world of work.

Types of Membership

Virtual Internship Programmes

Introducing Future
and Emerging
Careers
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Our Higher Education members’ relevant academic departments are invited
to take up a complementary virtual stand at the event to promote their
postgraduate opportunities.

Membership Benefits

The Career Showcase brings students together for a day to experience, learn
and share. They spend time with our sponsors and enjoy learning about new
and emerging trends in the field of Quantitative Sciences, as well as time to
connect and discuss each participating organisation’s value propositions to
new graduates.
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Affiliate membership applies to all Higher
Education Institutions, Foundations and
Solution Providers. The applicable NPC, EME
and QSC discounts of up to 50% will apply to
membership.

Digital membership may be extended to any
corporate or affiliate members who wish join
SAGEA but are unlikely to participate in our
research and/or attend events. This type of
membership may also suit colleagues who
are not based in South Africa but who wish
to remain informed of developments in the
graduate space.

The organisation then nominates a Representative

Digital

R 20 000
per annum excl.
VAT

R 20 000
per annum excl.
VAT

R3 500
per annum excl.
VAT

R7 000
per representative
per annum excl.
VAT

R7 000
per representative
per annum excl.
VAT

R3 500
per annum excl.
VAT

with their number one employer of choice.
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most likely to secure a graduate position

How to Join

Candidates who started their job hunting prior to
university, or in their first year on campus, were
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Affiliate

Our Members

Have a large team? The additional membership is available, per Representative

Corporate

SECTION 3

Open to all organisations that recruit, employ
and develop graduates, irrespective of size
or organisation or number of graduates
employed. The applicable NPC, EME and
QSC discounts of up to 50% will apply to
membership.
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Digital Membership
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Affiliate Membership
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Corporate Membership
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Digital
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Benchmarking and Insights

Participation in our Candidate Insights Project

Request quote

Participation in our biennial Graduate Development Benchmark Project

Request quote

Participation in our biennial Bursary and Scholarship Benchmark Project

Where applicable

Request quote

Opportunity to purchase any of our research reports should you not participate
Recognition of Best Practice
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Request quote
Membership Benefits

Participation in our Employer Benchmark Project

Recognition through our Employer of Choice Awards

Networks and Information Sharing
Free attendance of Quarterly Network Events (QNEs)

Request quote

Opportunities to interact, in person, with our membership network
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Recognition through our Solution-Partnership Awards
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Recognition through our University Awards

Monthly newsletters

Participation in industry forums

Request quote

Early bird discounts to attend our conferences
Member discounts to attend our conferences
Sharing of global trends and best practice insights from our equivalent International Associations
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Request quote
Our Members

Participation in special interest forums (as applicable)

Discounts on referral for membership of our equivalent International Associations
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Networking Resources
Two free mailshots to Corporate members per annum
Membership Benefits

Additional mailshots to Corporate members at R500 per mailshot

SECTION 2

Opportunity to promote services on the www.sagea.org.za service listing
Opportunity to promote services on the www.sagea.org.za service listing at R 3 000 p/a per
category
Free advertising of vacancies on SAGEA.org.za
Invitation to participate as speakers at our QNE's and Conferences

Opportunities to share appropriate research and articles with our membership base

SECTION 3

Student Outreach Initiatives
Discounted participation in VirtualGradExpo
Opportunity to share information and promote graduate opportunities via our affiliated student
website, www.graduateemployers.co.za

Request quote

Discounted rates to participate in Quantify Your Future initiatives (www.quantifyyourfuture.co.za),
as applicable

Request quote

Discounted attendance of our Graduate Development Learning Professional programme
Discounted attendance of any specialised or ad-hoc training
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Remuneration, promotion, international opportunities, culture,
and training & development were the most common factors
in persuading candidates to stay with an employer.
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Request quote

Our Members

Professional Development
One free slot per new member to attend our Fundamentals of Graduate Recruitment Training
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Access to thought-leadership articles, tools, resources and best-practice
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Greg Newnham, Graduate
Manager, Corporate
Functions, Standard Bank

SECTION 4

Boipelo Mathodlana,
Graduate Programme
Manager, Cliffe Dekker
Hofmeyr Inc

Our Members

SAGEA gives us access to
valuable research, thought
leadership and a network
of committed, passionate
and driven professionals
which enables collaboration
to add value in the young
talent ecosystem.
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Learning about new trends
(local and international) and
how they have been practically
applied in different industries
and sectors. There has been
a wealth of knowledge to be
gained from the site and in
the weekly updates.
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Asha Mungaldave, Learning
Manager, Barloworld
Equipment

Nishana Ramsunder, Regional Lead:
Talent Acquisition - Africa, Europe
and Middle East, Hatch
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What has been of most
value is definitely the Research
and Benchmarking surveys
that we have participated in - it
gives us comparative feedback.
I also appreciate the hands-on
approach of SAGEA. I know I
can call up Cathy at any time
and soundboard ideas or test
my thinking and find out what
others are doing. Thank you!

I have been a member of SAGEA
through various employers over the
last 10 years or so. The organisation
is passionate about graduate
recruitment and development and
helping us build our talent pipelines
in the most effective manner. Cathy
has a wealth of knowledge, bar
none, in the industry and has helped
me more times than I can count in
succeeding and making an impact in
the organisations I have served.

Membership Benefits

What our members say about us
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How to join SAGEA
Joining SAGEA is easy!
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Our Members

Select your preferred membership type from the
dropdown menu and complete your company details

SECTION 3

widely used
sources of
information.
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Click on Join and complete the Sign-Up form

SECTION 2

Visit us at www.sagea.org.za

Membership Benefits

Employers’
websites,
brochures or
campus events,
careers fairs,
careers services,
people in
industry, and
family members
were the most

You will receive a quote from us for membership and as soon as payment
is received, your user name and password will be activated, allowing you
to access the benefits associated with your chosen membership type. In
the meantime, you will receive all member-related correspondence from
us and will be able to book for any of our upcoming events.
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Contact Us
www.sagea.org.za
cathy.sims@sagea.org.za
087 379 7163
083 297 7740

Synergy | Ingenuity | Insight
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